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Abstrat

In this paper, we disuss an approah for disovering temporal

hanges in event sequenes, and present �rst results from a study on

demographi data. The data enode harateristi events in a person's

life ourse, suh as their birth date, the begin and end dates of their

partnerships and marriages, and the birth dates of their hildren. The

goal is to detet signi�ant hanges in the hronology of these events

over people from di�erent birth ohorts. To solve this problem, we

enoded the temporal information in a �rst-order logi representation,

and employed Warmr, an ILP system that disovers assoiation rules

in a multi-relational data set, to detet frequent patterns that show

signi�ant variane over di�erent birth ohorts. As a ase study in

multi-relational assoiation rule mining, this work illustrates the ex-

ibility resulting from the use of �rst-order bakground knowledge, but

also unovers a number of important issues that hitherto reeived little

attention.



1 Introdution

In this paper, we study the problem of disovering patterns that exhibit a

signi�ant hange in their relative frequeny of ourrene over time. As

was already argued by (Chakrabarti, Sarawagi, and Dom 1998), in many

domains the step beyond disovering frequent item sets to the disovery of

seond-order phenomena like the temporal hange in these frequenies is of

ruial importane.

The analysis of life ourses is suh a problem. In the soial sienes, and

espeially in demography and soiology, there has been a di�usion of the

so-alled life ourse approah (van Wissen and Dykstra 1999). One of the

prinipal interests in that approah is the study of how the lives of humans

hange as far as the age and the sequening and the number of ruial events

are onerned. To study the evolution of a whole soiety, it is ommon to

analyze suessive ohorts of people, i.e., groups of people that were born in

the same period of time (e.g. the same year or the same deade).

Previous approahes to deteting hange mostly propose speial-purpose

algorithms that had to treat time as speial type of variable (Lent, Agrawal,

and Srikant 1997; Chakrabarti, Sarawagi, and Dom 1998). Instead, we

suggest to address this problem by exploiting the power of a general, multi-

dimensional data mining system. The system that we use|Warmr (Dehaspe

and Toivonen 1999)|is based on the level-wise searh of onventional assoi-

ation rule learning systems of the Apriori-family (Agrawal, Mannila, Srikant,

Toivonen, and Verkamo 1995; Hipp, G�untzer, and Nakhaeizadeh 2000). It

extends these systems by looking for frequent patterns that may be expressed

as onjuntion of �rst-order literals. This expressive power allows to enode

temporal relationships fairly easily. In fat, the system does not need to dis-

riminate between temporal relations and other domain-dependent relations,

whih is typial for onventional solutions to sequene disovery (Agrawal

and Srikant 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, and Verkamo 1997), and lets them

o-exist in a natural and straight-forward way.

2 The Dataset

The data for our analysis originate from the Austrian Fertility and Family

Survey (FFS), whih was onduted between Deember 1995 and May 1996.

In the survey, retrospetive histories of partnerships, births, employment and

eduation were olleted for 4,581 women and 1,539 men between ages 20

and 54. Hene, the Austrian FFS overs birth ohorts from 1941 to 1976.
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The retrospetive histories of partnerships and fertility for eah respondent

allow us to determine the timing of all births in the urrent and any previous

union. Moreover, information about the ivil status of eah partnership in

any month of observation is available, whih allows us to determine whether

a union started as a marriage or whether it was transformed into a marriage

later on.

We are interested in studying the main features that disriminate be-

tween the life ourses of older and younger ohorts as far as the number of

hildren, number and type of unions, fertility before and after unions, et.

are onerned. The present study should be onsidered a �rst step into that

diretion.

3 Multi-Relational Data Mining | Using Warmr

for Disovering Temporal Changes

The dataset under onsideration is essentially a multi-relational dataset: a

person's life ourse is not desribed with a single tuple but by a set of tuples.

Most ommon data mining algorithms expet the data to reside in a single

table, and when the data are atually stored in a database with multiple

tables they have to be preproessed: one needs to derive a single table from

the original data that hopefully retains as muh of the original information

as possible. This is a non-trivial task. Two diretions are possible: one is

to devise automati preproessing methods, another is to use data mining

methods that an handle a multi-relational database, e.g., indutive logi

programming (ILP) methods (D�zeroski and Lavra� 2001). Our approah we

falls into the seond ategory as we employ the ILP system Warmr (Dehaspe

and Toivonen 1999) to detet interesting patterns.

As multi-relational data mining is a relatively unexplored �eld, few

guidelines exist as to the methodology that should be followed. Conse-

quently, this setion desribes the omplete data mining proess that we

employed for addressing our problem. On the way, we will also desribe the

workings of Warmr, the �rst-order data mining system that we used, as well

as the way the data was represented for the use by this system. Although the

following setions will only desribe the �nal data representation, it should

be noted that this was not the result of a top-down design, but of repeated

exploration of several options.
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female(159).

birth_date(159,6001).

hildren(159,2).

hild_birth_date(159,7810).

hild_birth_date(159,8706).

unions(159,2).

union(159,7805, 8106).

union(159,8306, -2).

marriage_date(159,7807).

marriage_date(159,8706).

subjet(I) :- female(I),

birth_date(I,X),

X >= 4100, X<=6000.

gen40(I) :- birth_date(I,X),

X >= 4100, X<4600.

hild_out_of_wedlok_at_age(I,A) :-

birth_date(I,X),

hild_birth_date(I,M),

\+ (marriage_date(I,N), N=<M),

A is (M-X)/100, A =< 35.

Figure 1: On the left, a Prolog enoding of a typial entry in the database

is shown. This snapshot represents a female person with id 159 who was

born in January 1960. Up to the interview date (� Deember 1995), she

had formed two unions. The �rst lasted from May 1978 to June 1981, and

the seond started in June 1983 (and has not ended at the time of the inter-

view). Both unions were onverted to marriages (July 1978 and June 1987)

and in eah union one hild was born (Otober 1978 and June 1987).

The right half shows a few prediate de�nitions that operated on the ba-

si data enoding. The subjet/1 prediate served as a key, and ould

be used to �lter the data (in this ase to admit only persons from ohorts

1941{60. gen40/1 enodes one of the lass values (the ohort 1941{1945),

and hild out of wedlok at age/2 shows an example for abstrat bak-

ground knowledge that an be de�ned upon the base prediates, as well as

an example for ensoring events above a ertain age.

3.1 Data Preproessing

Data preproessing onsisted of several steps. First, the data were onverted

into a Prolog format. A typial entry is shown in the left half of Figure 1.

From then on, preliminary experiments ould be run, whih were helpful to

further improve the quality of the domain representation.

To this base representation, we added several piees of bakground

knowledge in the form of Prolog prediates that operate upon these op-

erational prediates. These were mostly onversions from dates to ages

(whih is needed when one wants to �nd, e.g., hanges in the average age

of marrying et.), but also inluded omplex high-level prediates suh as

hild_out_of_wedlok_at_age/2, whih enodes whether a person had a

hild out of wedlok. Most importantly, we inluded the </2 prediate,

whih allowed the system to ompare ages at whih events take plae in
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people that had a union before they

married. The steady inrease up to

1960 is a true regularity, while the

deline for the ohorts 1960 | 1975

is due to the fat that for inreas-

ingly many individuals of these o-

horts, union formation and marriage

has not yet taken plae in their lives

at the time of the interview (� De-

ember 1995), but will presumably

take plae later.

people's life ourses, and thus to desribe their hronology. Note that this

approah does not only allow to �nd sequenes in the strit sense, but also

partially ordered events, suh as A<B, A<C, where the order of the events B

and C is left open (both A<B<C and A<C<B are possible). It is preisely this

faility whih makes the use of a relational data mining system neessary,

beause this funtionality annot be ahieved with a onventional, propo-

sitional assoiation rule �nder without using a pre-proessing phase that

enodes all possible event sequenes as separate features. Note that suh a

proedure would basially redue the task of the frequent pattern disovery

to a single pass over all possible, pre-ompiled sequenes, whih defeats the

purpose of the eÆient, level-wise searh.

In addition, the exibility of the �rst-order bakground knowledge also

failitated ensoring of the data. In soial sienes, this term desribes the

situation that, when using data olleted from interviews where people are

asked about their past experiene of events, only their life ourses up to the

age at interview are available to the analyst. Suh a situation an, e.g., be

seen in the deline of frequenies of people that formed a union before they

were married (Figure 2). As people born after 1965 were, at the time of the

interview (� Deember 1995) 30 years or younger, it is quite natural that

the probability for these people to have experiened ertain events or event

sequenes in their life ourse is not the same as for people in their forties or

older. Consequently, in preliminary experiments we disovered many rules

beause of the omparably low frequenies for marriage, union formation,

and hild birth for people born in the seventies.

After some experimentation, we deided to ensor items in the following

way:
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� only people born in the forties or �fties were retained

� events in people's lives that ourred after the age of 35 were ignored

Censoring was easily done by adding inequations in the relevant de�nitions of

bakground knowledge (like in the last rule of Figure 2). Naturally, looking

only at events happening before the age of 35 severely limits our study, but

inreasing this age limit ould only be done at the expense of reduing the

data set (in order to inrease the age limit to 40 and yet avoid arti�ial

patterns, the set of subjets would need to be redued to those people born

before 1956). Our hoie is a ompromise between keeping as muh data as

possible and looking at a reasonable set of events in people's lives.

The original dataset ontained 6120 entries, 1539 representing male sub-

jets, and 4581 representing female subjets. As the distribution of male

and female subjets is obviously skewed, we deided to only work with the

larger, female group.

1

Again, this ould easily be ahieved by adding an

appropriate ondition in subjet/2 (see Figure 1), whih de�nes the key

(as de�ned below).

3.2 Disovery of Frequent Patterns

Warmr (Dehaspe and Toivonen 1999) is an ILP system that disovers fre-

quent patterns in a data set, where a \pattern" is de�ned as a onjuntion

of �rst order literals. For instane, in our data set patterns may look like

this:

subjet(S), married_at_age(S,A), hild_at_age(S,B), B>A.

subjet(S), hild_at_age(S,A), hild_at_age(S,B), B>A.

The �rst pattern desribes a person S who married and subsequently

had a hild; the seond one desribes a person who had at least two hildren

(with di�erent ages).

Eah pattern is assoiation with a so-alled key: the frequeny of a

pattern is determined by ounting the number of key items (i.e., the number

of instantiations of the key variable) that satisfy the onstraints stated in

the pattern. In the above example, it is natural to have the subjet S as the

key.

1

The over-sampling of female individuals was intentional in the family and fertility

survey from whih the data originate beause fertility is more losely linked to female life

ourses.
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Warmr an be onsidered a �rst-order upgrade of Apriori (Agrawal, Man-

nila, Srikant, Toivonen, and Verkamo 1995); it performs a top-down level-

wise searh, starting with the key and re�ning patterns by adding literals

to them. Infrequent patterns (i.e. patterns of whih the frequeny is below

some prede�ned threshold) are pruned as are their re�nements. We refer to

(Dehaspe and Toivonen 1999) for more details.

3.3 Disovering Temporal Change

As desribed above, Warmr �nds all patterns that have a frequeny above a

user-spei�ed threshold. In a seond phase, Warmr an ombine these pat-

terns into �rst order assoiation rules; basially, these rules are of the form

\if LHS ours, then RHS ours with probability ". Contrary to onven-

tional, propositional assoiation rule �nders, patterns may be formulated in

�rst-order logi, whih allows onditions to be linked together by sharing

the same variables.

In order to limit the number of possible rules, the urrent version of

Warmr expets that the user provides a list of possible patterns that an o-

ur on the left-hand side (LHS) or right-hand side (RHS) of a rule. This is

done with Warmr's lasses setting. More spei�ally, if there is a frequent

pattern P and subsets A and B, suh that A � P is one of the lasses

and B = PnA, then Warmr returns the rules A => B and B => A (as-

suming they ful�ll possible additional riteria, suh as ahieving a minimal

on�dene level).

In our appliation, we used the lasses to separate people into di�erent

ohorts. After some experimentation, we deided to use four di�erent o-

horts, eah enompassing a 5-year span. In Warmr, this ould be simply

enoded using generation literals as lasses:

lasses([gen40(_), gen45(_), gen50(_), gen55(_)℄).

This tells Warmr that we expet to see rules of the following type

2

gen40(S) => subjet(S), hild_at_age(S,A), hild_at_age(S,B), B>A.

The rules are ordered aording to their interestingness. Interestingness is

de�ned in Warmr as the number of standard deviations the observed fre-

queny of a pattern in an age group di�ers from the average frequeny in

2

As mentioned above, Warmr will also produe rules of the form subjet(S),

hild at age(S,A) ...=> gen40(S). beause the evaluation of rules A => B and

B => A may di�er. However, as harateristi rules of the form gen40(S) => pattern

are more natural to interpret, we applied a �lter to Warmr's output that only retained

this kind of rules.
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the whole data set under onsideration. More preisely, for a rule A => B,

interestingness d(A => B) is de�ned as

d(A => B) =

p(BjA)� p(B)

q

p(B)(1�p(B))

n(B)

�

n(A^B)

n(A)

�

n(B)

N

r

n(B)

N

(1�

n(B)

N

)

n(A)

where p(B) �

n(B)

N

is the probability/relative frequeny of the pattern B

in the entire data set, whereas p(BjA) �

n(A^B)

n(A)

is the probability/relative

frequeny of the same pattern ourring in the subgroup de�ned by the lass

A. Hene, the numerator omputes the deviation of the expeted frequeny

of pattern B (if it were independent of A) from its atual frequeny of our-

rene in the subgroup de�ned by pattern A. This di�erene is normalized

with the standard deviation that ould be expeted if p(B) were the true

frequeny of ourrene of B within A. Thus, d(A => B) omputes the

number of standard deviations that the atual frequeny is away from the

expeted frequeny. In our ase, the interestingness measure ompares the

expeted number of individuals that satisfy a ertain pattern in a ohort to

the expeted number of individuals that should satisfy this pattern if the

ourrene of the pattern were independent from the birth ohort.

3.4 Filtering of semanti redundany

Many of the disovered rules are syntatially di�erent but semantially

equivalent beause redundant onditions are added to a rule (if, e.g., a on-

straint that spei�es that a person has more than 3 hildren is followed by

redundant tests for having more than 2 or 1 hildren) or the same situation

is expressed in di�erent ways (e.g., the above-mentioned onstraint on the

number of hildren an also be formulated using an equivalent number of

hild_at_age/2 prediates together with inequalities that assure that they

refer to suessive events). Some (but not all) of these ases an be ad-

dressed by Warmr's on�gurable language bias (e.g., by speifying that only

one onstraint on the number of hildren is admissible in a rule) and its

onstraint spei�ation language (e.g., by speifying that literal p(X) must

not be added if literal q(X) already ours). We will return to this issue in

Setion 5.

To redue the number of rules, we employ a simple �ltering strategy: for

rules that share the same frequenies for all its omponents (n(A), n(B),

n(A ^ B)) and hene have the same measure of interestingness d(A =>

B), we simply assume that they are semantially equivalent. In suh ases
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we automatially removed all rules exept those that were found at the

minimum level (i.e., all but the shortest rules).

3

Figure 3 shows the number of frequent patterns found in one of our

experiments, the number of rules generated from these patterns, and the

number of rules that survived the �ltering proess. What also beomes

apparent is that the number of irrelevant and redundant patterns inreases

with the level. At level 10, where the largest number of frequent patterns

is disovered (1795), only four rules survive the �ltering, and at subsequent

levels none remain (0 frequenies are shown as 1 in the log-sale).

3.5 Visualizing the results

Rules reported by Warmr to be interesting (in the sense that they desribe

patterns whose frequeny in a ertain age groups deviates signi�antly from

its average frequeny in the entire population) were inspeted manually,

looking at the most interesting rules �rst. In partiular, we resorted to

plotting simple graphs that show the frequeny of ourrene of the pattern

over 1-year ohorts, suh as the one shown in Figure 2. This was very useful

for assessing whether the found anomaly for one age group represented a

trend throughout the years or only a temporary hange in behavior. This

phase ould be enrihed using a query language for trend shapes, suh as

the one proposed by (Lent, Agrawal, and Srikant 1997).

3

In some ases, there were two rules that had the same interesting measure as well as

the same omplexity. In suh ases we arbitrarily deided for one of them. We inspeted

some of these onits and they all were ases where one prediate was replaed by another

one that was semantially equivalent in the given ontext.
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Figure 4: The trends behind a very simple pattern and a very omplex

pattern. The left graph shows the negative trend in people that started

their �rst union when they married. The pattern behind the right graph is

explained in the text.

4 Seleted Results

In this setion, we report on some of the results obtained in our ase study.

For these experiments we used the Warmr algorithm as implemented in the

data mining tool ACE-ilProlog (Blokeel, Dehaspe, Demoen, Janssens, Ra-

mon, and Vandeasteele 2000), version 1.1.6. We used the default settings

for Warmr, exept for a minimal support of 0.01 (the default is 0.1). No

minimal on�dene was spei�ed for the generated rules.

The used bakground knowledge allowed the system to order the events

using inequalities, as well as test whether events ourred at the same time.

To prevent in�nite hains, the latter tests were restrited to ages originating

from di�erent event types (e.g., the system was not allowed to test the

equality of two marriage dates), and only one equality test per pair of event

types was allowed. In addition, all rules were initialized with the date of the

�rst union.

Figure 4 shows two disovered trends, one originating from a very simple

rule, and the seond from a fairly omplex rule. The �rst pattern is the re-

lation that people formed their �rst union when they married. This pattern

was found with a negative deviation of 8.07 for the ohort 1956{1960, and

with a positive deviation of 7.05 for the ohort 1941{1945. Together with

its ounter-part (Figure 2), this pattern showed the strongest deviation of

all disovered rules. Near these two rules were several similar rules, that

add minor restritions to these rules (e.g., marrying at the time of the �rst

union and having a hild at a later time).
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Figure 5: People that have a hild between their �rst union and a marriage

over all people (left) and the same group over those people that had a

marriage after their �rst union.

The seond rule is shown below; it was found at level 7, with negative

deviation of 2.17. Only a few rules at levels � 8 survived the �ltering proess

and none of them had a deviation of more 2 standard deviations.

gen55(A) :- subjet(A), first_union_at_age(A,B),

married_at_age(A,C),C>B, hild_at_age(A,D),D>C,

hild_at_age(A,E),E>B,

married_at_age(A,F),F>E, hild_at_age(A,G),G>E℄

The �rst part of this rule states that persons satisfying this pattern married

after their �rst union and had a hild thereafter. The seond part spei�es

that they had a hild after their �rst union and after this hild, they had

both a marriage and a seond hild. Note that not all of the events in this

rule are stritly ordered, and it is sometimes left open whether they refer

to idential or di�erent events. For example, both marriages referred to in

the rule ould be bound to the same marriage, in whih ase the pattern

desribes women that had at least two hildren, at least one of them before

the marriage. However, all 6 event prediates ould also refer to di�erent

events. The partial ordering of these events makes these patterns more

general and may result in interesting ombinations of subgroups.

More ompliated rules have to be interpreted with aution, as an be

seen from Figure 5. Its left graph shows the trend for people that have a

hild between their �rst union and a marriage as disovered by the system,

but the seond graph, whih normalizes this number over the number of

people that had their �rst union before they married, shows that trend was

mostly due to the trend in the normalizing pattern.
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5 Lessons Learnt

An interesting, somewhat unexpeted result of our explorations was that

adding domain knowledge often not only slows down the system but also does

not improve performane. The reason for this is that frequently the same re-

lationships were also found in the form of the onjuntions of the operational

prediates that were used to de�ne the high-level prediates in the �rst plae.

So while we started our exploration by adding high-level prediates that ap-

peared to be interesting to us (suh as hild_out_of_wedlok_at_age/2),

we eventually ended up in removing most of these patterns beause they

unneessarily slowed down the system's performane.

4

Warmr urrently al-

lows to formulate simple, syntax-oriented onstraints (suh as \do not add

literal p(X) if the literal q(X) already ours"), but this is insuÆient for

our appliation, where, e.g., the transitivity of < auses many dependenies

that annot be avoided using the urrent onstraint spei�ation language.

A more powerful language for expressing semanti onstraints is learly a

promising topi for further researh.

In partiular for higher values of the frequeny threshold, we often en-

ountered the problem that negative deviations are often missed by the

system. The reason for this is that patterns that our signi�antly less

frequently than expeted are often below the frequeny threshold. This is

not a big problem in our appliation beause a negative deviation for, e.g.,

the early ohorts 1941{1945 is typially paired with a positive deviation for

the later ohorts 1956{1960, whih is easily deteted by system. As we vi-

sually inspet the found patterns over all ohorts, it does not matter whih

deviation is found by the system.

In general, however, these issues may hint at an important shortoming:

in domains where frequeny thresholds annot be applied for e�etively re-

duing the number of andidates (or an only redue them at the expense of

loosing interesting patterns) the level-wise searh pioneered by Apriori might

in fat not be a suitable hoie. In partiular if the searh is performed in

memory, alternative searh strategies (Bayardo and Agrawal 1999; Webb

2000) might be onsidered beause of their more exible pruning strate-

gies. It is an open researh problem whih strategy is more appropriate for

multi-relational data mining systems like Warmr.

4

The problem ours less frequently in propositional tasks, beause, e.g., for basket

analysis there usually are no strong dependenies between items; but there too it is re-

ognized that if suh dependenies do exist, one needs speial tehniques to handle them

(Bouliaut and Bykowski 2000).
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6 Related Work

The problem of deteting temporal hange in frequent patterns by grouping

objets over time was also studied by (Bay and Pazzani 2001). In their ap-

pliation, they disovered trends in student admissions to UCI in the years

1993{1998. Their approah was limited to deteting hanges in proposi-

tional patterns (whih they alled ontrast sets), while we onsider hange

in temporal patterns.

The problem of disovering frequent episodes in event sequenes ould

also be solved by other tehniques (Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Mannila,

Toivonen, and Verkamo 1997). These ould then be post-proessed with sim-

ilar tehniques for deteting deviations over time. In fat, (Lent, Agrawal,

and Srikant 1997) disuss suh a two-phase solution to the problem of dis-

overing trends in text databases. The �rst phase onsists of disovering fre-

quent phrases in douments, i.e., in sequenes of words using the advaned

sequene disovery algorithm desribed in (Srikant and Agrawal 1996). In

the seond phase, the frequenies of the phrases over given time groups

are determined, and their shape an be queried using the query language

desribed in (Agrawal, Psaila, Wimmers, and Za

�

it 1995), whih ould, in

priniple, be replaed by our tehnique of deteting signi�ant deviations

from the mean over di�erent periods of time.

The above-mentioned approahes basially treat the problem as a basket

analysis problem with time as a speial, designated variable that allows to

integrate multiple baskets into single rules, as long as ertain temporal on-

straints (e.g., a maximumwindow size) are followed. Our approah, however,

is more general in the sense that it does not give a speial role to time. Tem-

poral relations are represented in the same way as other domain-dependent

knowledge (even though this was not the main fous of this partiular appli-

ation). As a onsequene, we are not only searhing for sequential patterns

(i.e., strit temporal orders of the form A<B<C), but for more general, graph-

like strutures (suh as A<B and A<C).

Several people have reognized the importane of taking dependenies

into aount when searhing for assoiation rules, and proposed solutions,

e.g., in the form of itemset losures (Bouliaut and Bykowski 2000); some

of that work is urrently being extended to �rst-order assoiation rules [De

Raedt; personal ommuniation℄, but we have no knowledge of existing pub-

liations in this area.

13



7 Conlusions

In this paper, we demonstrated a way for exploiting the generality of Warmr,

a multi-relational data mining system, for the task of disovering temporal

hanges in sequential patterns. The generality of Warmr allows a straight-

forward enoding of time-dependent information and a seamless integration

with additional bakground knowledge, whih failitates ease of experimen-

tation and exibility in inorporating new knowledge. In partiular, during

our experimentation, we frequently hanged the system's view of the data,

e.g., by ensoring reent ohorts and late events in people's life ourses. Suh

hanges ould be handled by simple hanges in the bakground knowledge,

while the underlying data representation ould remain the same.

On the other hand, our urrent experiments learly show the need for

handling dependenies in �rst order assoiation rule mining in general. A

spei�ally interesting onsequene of this is that the use of bakground

knowledge may hurt the performane of systems suh as Warmr, rather than

improving it. This is an important issue, as the possibility to use bakground

knowledge is one of the advantages of ILP approahes. In the urrent ver-

sion of Warmr, dependenies an to some extent be handled using syntatial

onstraints on lauses, but this is learly insuÆient to handle semanti de-

pendenies between bakground knowledge de�nitions (e.g. the transitivity

of <). Further researh is needed to address suh problems in �rst-order

assoiation rule mining.
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